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Burmese Refugee Project
Annual Report
2012
Introduction: Our achievements in 2011

We are excited to report on the
BRP’s
work
during
its
th
transformative 11 year. Most
notably, we opened a Banyan
Montessori Center, a preschool
that works to provide Shan refugee
children with a diverse learning
environment (with Thai national,
foreign national, and other

classmates they may not have
become socialized with otherwise),
an
academically
rigorous
curriculum,
and
supportive,
culturally appropriate practices
designed to improve the children’s
psychological
and
social
development.

	
  

Our dedicated interns helped to
develop and begin implement a
variety of substantive projects,
including a new curriculum for the
after-school program, using best
practices
from
models
of
emergency, refugee, and popular
education models. We were also
able to conduct research on the
families’ sense of “home” and
attempts to navigate changing
identities as Burmese migrant
workers living in Thailand, and on
the refugee children’s current
mental health status (using the
same established survey we used a
few years before). This has helped
us to evaluate the potential effects
of our programs on the children’s
well-being.
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In an art therapy project, the
refugee children also used loaned
cameras and homemade pinhole
cameras to express grievances,
frustrations, and proud moments
via color, perspective, and lighting
in documentary photographs of
their favorite people and their
immediate surroundings, including
their relatively dark thatch roof
homes. (See photo below.) This
project culminated in their first art
exhibition, with high attendance
by both refugee and Thai locals.
Our
community’s
students
continue to thrive in school. We
are especially proud of the neediest
cases students, who have overcome
exceptional
challenges
in
furthering their schooling because
they do not receive the familial
support others in the BRP

community count upon. We are
happy to report our first high
	
  

school senior, set to be the first
person not just in the community,
but probably in her entire
hometown in Burma, to graduate
from secondary school.
Projects and Developments
Summary
The BRP runs several concurrent
projects. Since its founding, the
BRP has supported a number of
“neediest cases” youth through
academic support and school fee
coverage, as well as focused,
intensive counseling and guidance.
Additionally, 2011 marked the
third anniversary of the afterschool tutoring program for
younger children in the Shan
villages we support. Throughout
the year, the BRP also conducts a
number of health and education
programs for adults and children
in the villages. Interns from all
over the world also joined us for
different amounts of time, running
projects tailored to their specific
interests and to the needs of the
Shan communities. Finally, the
BRP’s newest initiative, the
Banyan
Montessori
School,
officially opened in January 2012
with 9 students. This section of the
annual report expands on each of
these projects.
Neediest Cases Youth
The following are updates in the
lives of the five scholarship youth
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we support. As young adults who
have left their unsafe home
environments for much more
challenging and elite schooling in
other Thai towns, away from the
rest of the BRP community, their
lives have changed dramatically in
the last 12 months. Each is going
through major changes as they
move to new cities, enroll in new
schools, and make decisions about
potential post-secondary schooling
and responsibilities to extended
family. All our neediest cases
students are highly motivated
future leaders, ones that took the
time to study for and apply to
academically rigorous, specialized
high schools (both public and
private),
garner
scholarships
wherever they could, and do
research and develop action plans
and justifications for why they
should receive additional BRP
support as neediest cases. Artit and
Taworn have been placing in the
top 3 of their respective classes at
the different elite schools. Nuan
and Jab have been in the top 10.
Last year we reported that Artit was
accepted to his new high school. It
was a difficult transition for him at
first. Coming from Pai, where the
schools are less competitive and
smaller, he struggled academically.
He worked hard, though, and
improved as the year progressed.
His teachers were impressed by his
determination and awarded him a
	
  

prize at the end of the year.
Surayud Chulanont, the former
Prime Minister of Thailand,
presented the awards on behalf of
the king, evidence of how
important and impressive the
award truly is. Artit’s mom told the
BRP
social
worker
who
accompanied her, Jo, that she had
never expected anything like this
to happen– that it was a
miracle. To the left is a picture of
Artit and his mother at his
graduation, with a few more
photos at http://bit.ly/QfluYi .
After a few conversations with her
father, who was at first reluctant to
let her go to school in Chiang Mai,
Jab was able to persuade him to
allow her to continue her
education. She was accepted to the
same high school as Nuan, which
was also reported in the last
Annual Report. She is doing
extremely well at her school, and
her grade point average is steadily
increasing each semester. In a
letter to Jab’s generous sponsors,
she wrote,
Now I am good, I am so happy that I
have received funding for my education
from you. I am in Grade 4 and doing
well. My life is very happy at the moment
because I am in Chiang Mai and I have
the opportunity to study and do all my
homework properly. My school is really
good, because the teachers teach very well.
My school term has finished now. At my
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school there are many activities such as
basketball and football, I like sporst a lot.
Also, the teaching at my school in Chiang
Mai is much better than [before]. I am
learning so much.
Since the last Annual Report,
Tawon—Jab’s younger sister—
applied to several high schools in
Chiang Mai. Part of the
application
process
were
standardized tests, which he
struggled with given that much of
the material was not covered
during his education in Pai. A few
months ago, however, his hard
work paid off and he was accepted
into Dara Academy - a great
school and a perfect fit for him! To

the right is a picture of Tawon and
Jab in their room in Chiang Mai.
Nuan is in her final year of high
school in Chiang Mai and
impressed us all again with her
academic performance last year.
	
  

This is especially a feat for Nuan
because she was traditionally not
one of the top performers in the
BRP community. Yet, in the past
two years, she has become nearly
fluent in Mandarin, learning it
from scratch beginning in the 9th
grade; she has won several regional
northern
Thailand
Chineselanguage student contests in the
past year. She is very focused,
emotionally mature, and dedicated
to pursuing further education.
Right now she is looking at
university options as she looks
forward to finishing high school in
March. She will be the first BRP
kid to graduate high school, along
with Tankee who is enrolled in
high school in Pai. Nuan was also
the last connection that Roj and
Kaan, the original founders, had to
the BRP. They were in charge of
her schooling, monitoring her
performance and taking care of the
funding. This year, our two-year
staff transition completed as the
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Project Manager, Lydia, took over
these responsibilities.
Kur was one of the original BRP
children when Roj and Gan
started
the
program.
Unfortunately, two years ago, he
was forced to leave the local Pai
high school in 9th grade when he
and his girlfriend had a baby.
Since then, though, he contacted
the BRP after extensive research
about institutions in the area
serving out-of-school youth and
asked for help as he sought to go
back to school. We were excited to
hear from him and learn about his
enthusiasm for furthering his
education to support his family.
With the BRP’s financial backing
for school fees, he recently
completed the equivalent of 9th
grade and is looking to continue
his schooling.
After-School Program
The 2011 year was challenging for
the after-school tutoring program
for a number of reasons. Given
that the program was in its third
year, many of the students who
had been attending for years
started getting older and taking on
additional household and school
responsibilities,
limiting
their
ability to attend. Additionally, a
large group of new, younger
students—ones who had not been
socialized in school settings, and
whose parents often called upon
	
  

them to run errands in the middle
of workshop sessions— expressed
interest and started intermittently
joining the classes.
Nadhirah Borhanudin was the first
intern to arrive in June and, in
addition to teaching English, ran a
photography workshop with the
kids. She brought different types of
cameras to share with the children
from Singapore and the children
loved taking pictures of what
mattered most to them. Emma
Crump and Lauren Howes, interns
from the UK, arrived during the
photography
workshop,
and
helped Nadhirah while also
teaching English and conducting
their own research study, learning
about community members’ needs
and
hopes.
The
workshop
culminated with an exhibition of
the students’ photographs at the
Pai Tourism Club.
In July, Brian Viani, another
intern completing his Master’s
Degree in International Affairs at
New York University, arrived and
taught English. Additionally, he
carried out another Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire with the
students. He worked with the BRP
for about six weeks.
Lydia returned to Pai in late July,
at the same time as Tierney, a
yearlong intern from the US.
Tierney and Lydia co-taught the
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tutoring program while Tierney
developed a curriculum guide
more tailored to the needs and
unique situation of the children we
work with. Additionally, the goal
of the curriculum is to support
future interns and facilitate easier
transitions. With the recent
completion of the guide, we plan
on testing out the lesson plans and
structure in order to further
improve program delivery.
Overall, our students all seem to be
progressing substantially with their
English. The most regularly
attending students have made
great strides and are now able to
hold simple conversations. Their
increased ability level seems to
have further motivated them to
study the language and we now
have a core group of very
enthusiastic
and
dedicated

students. Some of the youngest
children in the village have also

	
  

started attending the tutoring
sessions, evidence of their interest
in education and the program
itself. We are looking forward to
the growth of the after-school
program as the older students help
the younger with both speaking the
language and adjusting to the
school-like environment.
Photography Workshop
In July, Nadhirah Borhanudin
implemented
a
photography
project with the students in the
after-school program. She arrived
with all different kinds of cameras
and quickly engaged the children
in a project where they were able
to document and depict their own
lives. The project culminated with
an exhibition at the Pai Tourism
Center! The students loved taking
pictures, explaining to others what
they chose to photograph and
sharing the news of the exhibit.
The experience was extremely
unique for the Shan youth, given
that many have not had the
opportunity to use cameras of their
own.
Legal Clinics
In December, we were fortunate
enough to receive a visit from the
Migrant Assistance Program based
in Chiang Mai. During a
presentation
to
the
Shan
communities we work with, the
MAP workers provided a clearly
articulated,
well-organized
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overview of the migrants’ rights to
social and welfare services in
Thailand, the process of obtaining
Thai ID cards and nationality, and
the different laws affecting their
legal status in Thailand. Following
the presentation, the MAP
employees answered questions
from our community members
relating to their specific legal
situations. In addition to answering
the questions, the MAP employees
took notes in order to follow up.
Overall the clinic was a success,
responding to the obvious need of
many of our community members
to learn more about their own
legal situations. (In subsequent
MAP-sponsored legal clinics in
2012, guest lecturers and attorneys
from a variety of NGOs traveled
hundreds of kilometers to share
their insights about migrant
conditions in Thailand, and to
follow up on cases where access to
social services would be legal but
difficult to administer.)
We are extremely grateful to the
MAP Foundation and look
forward to continuing our work
with them in the future.
Aspirations Project
Emma Crump and Lauren Howes,
two International Development
masters’ students from the
University of Sheffield in England,
joined us in July to learn more
about
community
members’
	
  

aspirations, specifically asking
about their desire to return to
Burma, their liminal status in
Thailand, and their best chances
for a good livelihood along the
Thai-Burmese border. We are
using the information they
gathered to inform our future
program design and delivery.
Emma and Lauren found that
many of the younger migrants
stated than the Shan state in
Burma represented ‘home’ to
them, despite being born in
Thailand. While pragmatic factors,
including
employment
and
citizenship, influence where they
plan to reside, youth were quoted
saying “I don’t want to go back
because I have this house, but of
course Shan state is always in my
heart,
my
motherland.”
Additionally, many community
members identified the unstable
political climate in Burma as a
‘push’ factor, encouraging them to
stay in Thailand.
Despite expressing fear of their
current situation in Thailand,
where they feel like “caged
animals” and second-rate citizens,
the youth we work with stated that
it is “still safer than in the Shan
state.” Many young people did say,
however, that they would return to
Burma if it became peaceful,
because of the lack of human rights
they are afforded in Thailand.
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The confusion of push and pull
factors relating to economics,
politics, education and overall
safety, impact our communities’
plans for the future. We hope to
further dissect these issues in the
future as we develop new
programs designed to meet their
needs.
Hygiene Workshops
In February, the BRP hosted one
intern from Columbia’s Mailman
School of Public Health visit and
run two hygiene workshops with
our young Shan students. In
addition to teaching the kids about
the importance of washing their
hands and brushing their teeth, the
intern was able to hand out

donated
student.

toothbrushes

to

each

Banyan Montessori Center
In January of 2012, the Burmese
Refugee Project opened the
	
  

Banyan Center pilot project, a notfor-profit
Montessori-based
learning environment. We opened
this school primarily because the
Shan children we serve are not
getting
an
adequate
education in
local
Thai
schools and
because they
are taunted
both by peers
and teachers.
We wanted to
create a safe
environment,
a curriculum
that includes
Shan cultural
activities, and
a more rigorous approach to
education.
The school, serving 3-6 year olds,
is currently headed by Beth
Matlock, a young and enthusiastic
educator with experience teaching
in South Korea. We anticipated a
number of challenges during the
start up of the school as we
navigated marketing, publicity,
enrollment,
management,
curriculum
development
and
teaching. With that said, we are
proud to say that we completed
our four-month pilot program in
April with 9 students total,
including 2 Shan children. The
pilot program was essential as we
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faced new challenges, gained
parent and community feedback,
applied for school status and
formed new partnerships with
different influential community
members.
In May, we reopened the school
for the first official year with a total
of 15 students–10 paying nonrefugee ones and 5 Shan
scholarship ones. The students are
still getting used to the Montessori
environment after getting exposed
to so many new activities,
workstations, procedures and
schedules. Beth is joined by Nui, a
Thai teacher with years of
experience in public Thai schools.
The
bilingual
Montessori
environment, which research
supports is the best option for
migrant and refugee students, is
rich with diversity and enthusiasm.
We look forward to seeing the
school
strengthen
through
increased communication with
expatriate, Thai and Shan parents
and a more structured atmosphere.
We are constantly striving to
improve, identifying areas of
possible growth. At this time, we
are planning on welcoming two
Montessori certified educators to
join the team as short-term
consultants during the winter. This

	
  

added support and training will
help both Beth and Nui and
further show the parents and
larger
community
our
commitment to the project and
their children. Throughout the
year we were joined by a number
of volunteers including parents,
community
members
and
travelers, who offered their

Visit our blog for up-to-date
information on the project:
http://burmeserefugeeproject.
blogspot.com
expertise in yoga, education,
farming, construction and the arts.
We have worked more intensively
with Shan parents to bring them
more into the education process,
and to accommodate their long
working days. For example, we are
now planning an after school
program that teaches Shan culture
and basic Burmese writing.
We hope to eventually raise capital
needed to purchase land and to
build a formal school that will
teach children of all ages. This
project, which will require about
$240,000 in startup funds, will be
entirely sustained by tuition dollars
from wealthier parents in the area.
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2011	
  Budget	
  and	
  Finances	
  

In 2011, we received $34,105 in
donations, including a major
$20,000 donation dedicated to the

costs for our neediest cases. Those
students are now entering the last
years of high school and one is
entering university.

BRP 2010 and 2011 Finances
60000	
  
50000	
  
40000	
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30000	
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20000	
  
10000	
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Expenditures

Credits

Banyan Center. For a second year
in our organizational history, we
were funded entirely by individual
donations. We are currently
working to institutionalize both
donationand
grant-based
fundraising, so that we continue to
operate with more than one year’s
worth of expenses on reserve.
Since we ended 2010 with over
$34,000 with assets and spent just
$11,595 on core programming in
2011, we ended 2011 with
approximately $56,000 in assets.
We largely built up these reserves
in anticipation of start-up costs for
the Banyan Center, and in
anticipation of greater scholarship
	
  

Assets

The budget for our core
programming rose from $9,331 in
2010 to $11,596 in 2011. Almost
all of the additional costs lay in
school
fees
and
necessary
expenditures for our neediest cases.
Summary of 2011 BRP Finances (in US dollars)
By budget category

Expenditures

Staff salaries

$3,758

Class materials

$86

Emergency grants

$0.00

Neediest cases

$6,209

School uniforms

$168

Intern stipends

$1,372

Credits

Individual

$34,105

Grants

$0
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We
stable. Our
2010 Expenditures
anticipate
social
Emergency
these costs
workers have
6%
to rise in the
shifted their
Salary
next
few
efforts from
27%
years, and
handling
Intern
Stipends
in response,
crises
to
41%
Materials
we have set
providing six
11%
up
a
days a week
School
Neediest
Uniforms
Cases
scholarship
of
after3%
12%
form
and
school
committee
programmin
to make our funding criteria
g, workshops, and counseling.
consistent and explicit. We are
especially grateful to the individual
Our expenditures on school
donors who have committed to
uniforms
have
lowered
sponsoring specific children until
dramatically. As we wrote about
they complete their schooling—
extensively in our last two annual
We cannot emphasize enough the
reports, many of the families can
dramatic effects these dollars have
now afford the children’s school
made in these children’s lives.
uniforms. We now only subsidize
Most of all, such committed giving
uniforms for students entering
lends to the BRP children the sort
Mattayom 1 and 4 – the
of stability they need to acquire
equivalent to grades 7 and 10 in
skills, educational degrees, and
the United States. This is when
support networks. These, in turn,
children need multiple sets of
are already helping them to begin
brand new, very costly outfits.
to succeed on their own.
Further, we only subsidize
uniforms
As
our
for
the
2011
Expenditures
programming
neediest
Intern
Emergency
continues to
families.
Stipends
0%
adapt
to
12%
changing
Our
School
Uniforms
community
emergency
Salary
1%
32%
needs,
our
expenditur
salary
es
have
expenses
also all but
Neediest
have
disappeare
Materials
Cases
1%
54%
remained
d.
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We should mention that only
children in Thai schools are
required to purchase uniforms.
Children in the Banyan Center do

	
  

not need school uniforms as it is a
component of the Burmese
Refugee Project.
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Reports and Biographies from our Interns
	
  
	
  

We were fortunate enough to host
five
interns
in
2011,
all
contributing to different projects
corresponding to their interests
and fields of study. Our interns
were mentioned throughout this
report, specifically describing their
projects. We would like to thank
Nadhirah Borhanudin, Emma Crump,
Lauren Howes, Brian Viani, and
Tierney Tobin for all they
contributed
to
the
project
throughout the year. The following
are reports and summaries from
some of our interns.
Emma and Lauren shared with us
a few thoughts while teaching at
the villages.
All of them are a joy to teach and
are always happy to learn! The
children... especially the older
girls... already know a lot of basic
English so we have been
refreshing their memories going
over themes such as animals,
family, introductions, weather and
the body. We try to make this as
fun as possible with lots of games
and drawing! Twice a week we
bicycle to [the other community],
one day is spent focusing on
photography/crafts and the other
teaching English. We have started
at the beginning with them as they
	
  

know less English but they are
catching on very quickly! Both
communities are really enjoying
the photography and craft sessions
too!
During the summer, Brian Viani, a
graduate student at NYU studying
international affairs, joined us for
two months. In addition to
teaching at the after-school
program, he conducted our yearly
Strengths
and
Difficulties
Questionnaire, contacted other
organizations in the area to build
relationships and completed a
research project regarding the
students’ future aspirations as part
of his thesis. The results of all of
these projects can be found in the
Projects and Developments section
of this report. The following is a
short report about his time
teaching in our villages.
The final, and most important
responsibility of my time in Pai
was to work with local Shan
migrant children and develop an
English language curriculum as
well as teach English language
and writing in the three
communities that works closely
with the Burmese Refugee Project,
Bulanburi, Share-Cropping and
the Rock Village. Working with
15	
  

the kids in each community was,
at times somewhat difficult, but it
was extremely rewarding working
day in and day out with these
children. Despite their difficult
situations, all of the children had
tremendous energy and were eager
to learn.
Although each group's English
abilities were extremely varied, all
of the students were excited and
willing to work on even the most
basic learning activities. It was a
privilege to be able to work with
such amazing children during my
time in Pai. In terms of the
content of teaching, initially I
worked with Nad, another intern,
on a photography project that she
began before my arrival. Working
mostly with the sharecropping and
rock villages, we worked closely
with the students on various
photography projects coupled with
English language and writing
classes. This culminated with a
photography exhibition that the
children were able to have at the
local tourist board. The children's
excitement was palpable and they
were thrilled to see their photos
exhibited for other people to see.
I spent the remainder of my time
working with the three villages,
although I spent most of my time
teaching the Bulanburi and
Sharecropping villages. In each
village the children were always
very excited to learn and willing to
	
  

work on various English lessons.
It was very difficult at times,
especially in the Bulanburi village
because their English levels were

The Banyan Center is now
online. Visit us at:
http://www.banyancenter.org
not very high, and often I was on
my own working with the kids.
However, they were always
enthusiastic to learn and it was
great to see their progress
throughout the summer.
Kathleen Lambert, a recent
graduate of Columbia University’s
School of Public Health with her
MPH in Health Policy and
Management, joined the Pai team
as an intern in the winter of 20112012.
She
has
previously
volunteered and worked with
Global Volunteers and the Tibetan
Village project, respectively. Both
experiences fed her desire to work
with marginalized populations
abroad. Following her internship
in Pai, she was invited and
graciously
accepted
being
appointed as the Chair of
Development Committee.
Tierney Tobin, a recent graduate
of Columbia University’s Teachers
College with her MA in
International
Education
Development joined the Pai team
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as a 10-month intern in order to
teach at the after-school program,
assess the current project status
and develop a more relevant and
useful curriculum. While in Pai she
worked on a few supplemental
projects, helping where and when
possible. Now, back in the US, she
is continuing her work for the BRP
as
both
Director
of
Communications and as a member
of the Board of Advisors of the
Banyan Center. She wrote the
following of her time in Pai:
My time in Pai is indescribable
in such a short space. Having
spent countless hours in the
library focusing my studies on the
humanitarian crisis in Burma, I
moved to Pai in search of ‘field
experience’ to complement my
academic endeavors. Instead,
what I found with the BRP was
truly a life-changing year. Before
moving to Pai I buried my head
in books and articles about ‘the
stateless Shan’ and the refugee
crisis. I realized, when I arrived
in Pai, that these articles left
much to be desired in terms of
humanizing the people and
children I was meeting. I had
previously thought of ‘the stateless
Shan’ as a downtrodden and
exploited group with little to look
forward to in to near future as
their unstable and precarious
situations in Thailand and
Burma continued. While the

	
  

exploitation and instability is very
real, while in Pai I met stateless
Shan people trying to get through
their day and navigating their
situation the best they could.
Instead of being ‘the stateless
Shan,’ the communities we
worked with just became
communities. I came to realize
that the Shan know their
situations better than anyone and
while they are constantly exploited
and their human rights continue to
be violated, it is important to
recognize their own agency and
place in the human rights
discussion. If I had to sum up the
most important lesson I learned in
Pai working with the BRP it is
that – that even within a small
group, ‘the stateless Shan,’ there
are unique situations affecting
individuals’ lives. Speaking of
them as mere objects of
exploitation in need of help takes
away from every one that is
improving their own lives in some
small way.
I look forward to continuing my
work with the BRP and hope to
contribute to the development and
management of the organization
in the coming years. I hope that,
with the help of the communities
we work with, we can off
programming tailored to their
needs and balancing the reality of
the difficulties of their daily lives
with the larger political situation
affecting them on a grander scale.
17	
  

I am so grateful to have had the
opportunity to travel to Pai where
I met some of the most amazing
and interesting people I have ever
interacted with. I made life-long
friends and cannot wait to return.
The environment in Pai has
encouraged me to see the world
differently - in a more light

	
  

hearted and laid back way.
Having been back in the US for a
few months now, I greatly miss
the camaraderie in town, the
afternoon food market, the daily
English
lessons
at
the
communities (though they didn’t
always go according to plan) and,
of course, all the children and
people
in
Pai.
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Research Findings
Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ)
In
2011,
the
BRP
staff
administered the SDQ to 24
students ranging in age from 9 to
17. 13 girls and 11 boys filled out
the survey. The average age of the
group was 13.1 years old. The
SDQ contains four sections:
emotional symptoms, conduct
problems, peer problems and,
hyperactivity. Each section was
tallied separately and then added
together to determine the ‘total
difficulties score.’ An established
pro-social score was also measured;
this was not used to determine the
‘total difficulties score’ because it
assessed students’ ability to interact
with others.
Results
Emotional Symptoms Scale
In this section, 0-5 was considered
‘normal,’ 6 was borderline and 710 was considered abnormal. Of
the 24 students who responded,
the average score was 3.33 with
the majority of students agreeing
that they are nervous in new
situations and are easily scared.
The results suggest that working
with some of the students to
improve their confidence could be
an important step in increasing
their emotional strength.

	
  

Conduct Problems
In this section, 0-3 was considered
normal, 4 was borderline and 5-10
was considered abnormal. The
average score was 3.29, with the
highest rated statement being “I
get angry and often lost my
temper.” The results suggest that
12 students (50 percent of those
surveyed) experience or are at risk
for emotional difficulties. Future
work on programs relating to
honesty,
trust
and
anger
management would be beneficial
for the students.
Peer Problems
In this section, 0-3 was considered
normal, 4-5 borderline and 6-10
was considered abnormal. The
average total was 3.66, with 9
students considered borderline and
2 abnormal. Results suggest that
more time should be spent on
emphasizing team-building and
cooperation.
Hyperactivity
In this section, 0-5 was considered
normal, 6 borderline and 7-10 was
abnormal. The average score was
3.1, with only three students falling
in the borderline or abnormal
ranges. Results suggest that student
concentration is generally in the
normal range.
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Total Difficulties Score (TDS)
‘Normal’ TDS scores range form
0-15, borderline 16-19 and
abnormal is 20-40. The average
amongst our students was 13.75,
well within the normal range. Only
2 students scored 20 and 21, in the
abnormal range. 6 students scored
in the borderline range.
Pro-Social Scale
In this section, 10-6 was
considered normal, 5 borderline
and 4-0 abnormal. Only one
student had an abnormal score of
2. 9 students scored in the
borderline category, placing 46
percent of our students in the
borderline and normal range.
Gender
Our results suggest that girls
tended to express more difficulty
adjusting than boys. Girls’ average
TDS was 15.15 while the boys’
average was 12.54.
Educational
Assessment
Questionnaire
A
questionnaire
regarding
students’ perception of their
education was distributed to 19
students ranging from 8 to 17 to
find out more about their
aspirations, thoughts on relevance
of the curriculum, opinion about
the instructional learning impact
and their general comfort level in
the classroom.

	
  

Results
Students’ Goals
The majority of students had high
aspirations in terms of the level of
schooling their would like to
complete. Long-term goals are

Girls have more difficulty
adjusting than boys, with an
overall score of 15.5 relative to
12.5 for boys.
positive, with 82 percent of those
surveyed
hoping
to
finish
university level studies.
Curriculum Relevance
Overall, the majority of our
students believe that what they
learn in school will help them in
their future professional or
academic endeavors. 84 percent of
students disagreed with the
statement “I don’t understand why
I have to go to school when I won’t
be able to get a job after that.”
Only 47 percent of students
identified improving their Thai as
one of their motivators for
continuing school. 10 students did
not respond to their question.
Vocational Training
The survey was distributed in
order
to
gauge
students’
perceptions of vocational training
programs. Currently there are
limited
vocational
training
opportunities in for our students in
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Pai. When asked if they thought
‘attending night/Saturday school
will help me get a better job in the
future,’ only 42 percent strongly
agreed. Reasons for this could
include the lack of experience with
these programs or the lack of
specificity of the questions.
Instructional Learning Questions
Results show that most students
think lessons are useful, but they
believe themselves to be slow
learners in school. Interestingly,
though our students believe that
what they learn in school will help
them in the future, 78.9 percent of
students thought that the specific
subjects were not useful. On the
other hand, 78.9 percent of
students felt that the subjects were
interesting. This gap between what
is
considered
‘useful’
or
‘interesting’ should be further
examined to best cater to the needs
of our students. Additionally, more
attention should be paid to those
who think they are ‘slow learners’
and the concept should be
dissected to address the basis for
this belief.
Child Comfort
The majority of our students, 78.9
percent, claim to feel comfortable
in school, while only 42 percent
claimed to be comfortable
specifically with their classmates.
Similarly, only 42.1 percent stated
they feel comfortable with the
	
  

subject material. Only one student
claimed that they were targeted by
their teacher because of their
ethnicity.
Parental Involvement
Many parents of the students
interviewed do not attend many
school functions. We asked our
students if they would like their
parents to be more involved and, if
so, what activities they would

Many parents do not attend
school functions in Thai public
schools.
specifically like them to be more
involved
with.
Attending
graduation ceremonies received
the largest response, 68.4 percent.
Additionally 52 percent of students
felt it was important that their
parents attend school meetings.
The results support the belief that
Shan students place a high value
on education and that they crave
more parent involvement, however
due to circumstances, it is not
always possible. This issue should
be further examined.
Parent Interviews
The BRP staff and interns also
conducted 8 in-depth interviews
with Shan migrant parents with
school-aged children in and
around the Pai area to assess the
various restrictions and limitations
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that may impede students’ progress
at the secondary or post-secondary
level.
Our results suggest that the biggest
challenge facing families is that
school fees are too expensive. Costs
tend to be higher for Shan students
because poor Thai students receive
greater financial support from the
government.
Additionally,
interviewees identified lack of
familiarity with the Thai language
as a major challenge. Finally,
another
challenge
is
the
discriminatory treatment students
and their families receive from
teachers and classmates.
In order to continue university
level study, students must have
Thai identity cards or pay higher
fees. It is extremely difficult for
some of the BRP students to
receive these cards, whether or not
they were born in Thailand. One
person interviewed claimed to

	
  

have pursued the card through
illegal channels, but was conned by
scam dealers taking advantage of
the demand for these ID cards.
Legally, students have to go
through their teachers, who write

The biggest challenge facing
families is that school fees are
too high.
them recommendations. Without
their teachers’ support, it is very
difficult to receive an ID card. Few
people
interviewed
were
comfortable discussing illegal ways
of obtaining an ID card, though
most seemed to think it costs
roughly 10,000 baht to get a pink
ID card (a migrant work card) and
up to 30,000 baht for a Thai
citizenship card. On average, those
interviewed receive 120 baht a
day, putting into perspective the
crippling cost of an ID card,
essential for further schooling.
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2012 Plans and Projections
	
  

In January 2012, the Banyan
Montessori Center enrolled its
inaugural class of eight 3-5 year
olds. Though we expect the first
year to be challenging, we look
forward to creating a Montessoribased
learning
community
reflecting the diversity of cultures
in the Pai Valley. The school is
currently led by Beth Matlock, an
enthusiastic
and
committed
teacher with experience in
Montessori setting in Korea. She is
supported Nuey and Noi, two Thai
teachers who both have extensive
teaching experience. The team is
joined by Bong, a consultant who
founded her own organization
serving Burmese refugees in the
area after working for a number of
non-profits dedicated to the field of
human rights. Lastly, Jake, an
American who has lived in the
area for almost 10 years, oversees

	
  

school operations. The team has,
and will continue to, host interns
and volunteers. So far, volunteers
have built playground equipment,
tended to the school grounds,
helped in the classroom and
provided special programs. These
special programs have included
Tai Chi demonstrations, theatre
workshops and music classes. We
look forward to engaging more
volunteers in the upcoming
months to expose students to new
and interesting projects. Pai is the
perfect place to find volunteers
interested in sharing their unique
skills, experiences and knowledge!
With tourists coming and going,
there is no lack of people looking
for a project to contribute to while
traveling.
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Political Update
	
  

As mentioned in the 2010 Annual
Report,
the
United
States
announced in February 2011 that it
would meet with the National
League for Democracy, Daw Aung
San Suu Kyi’s political party in
Burma, to discuss potential
sanction modifications. While
Aung San Suu Kyi has previously
advocated for economic sanctions
and a general tourism ban in order
to punish the military junta in
power, she has recently stated that
these measures are negatively
impacting that lives of civilians
while not necessarily affecting
those in power. She is now
advocating for a change of
international policy towards the
country and encouraging travel to
Burma.
A major political shift in Burma in
March 2011 was the instillation of
President Thein Sein as the first
‘democratically’ elected leader
since the military junta took
control
in
1962.
Though
international response to the
election varied, due to some of the
undemocratic
measures
implemented by the military
leaders before the election
(including reserving a quarter of
the seats in the parliament for the
military), there is a general
consensus that some form of
positive reform is happening. First,
	
  

the government took steps to
release an estimated 316 political
prisoners
even
before
the
presidential election. The largest
group of 6,300 ‘convicts’ were
released
in
October
2011.
Additionally, there have been a
loosening
of
government
restrictions on media, free speech
and union formation.

Daw	
  Aung	
  San	
  Suu	
  Kyi	
  speaking	
  
at	
  Columbia	
  University.	
  

In
November
2011,
the
government released the face of
the democratic movement, Aung
San Suu Kyi, from house arrest.
She was not allowed to run in the
election, however, due to some of
the policies passed just before,
causing some people to question
the legitimacy of the ‘democratic’
reforms. Later, in January 2012,
the
government
folded
to
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international pressure and released
651 key political actors, reassuring
the international community of the
government’s commitment to
reform. Suu Kyi’s political party,
the
National
League
for
Democracy (NLD), boycotted the
presidential elections in 2010.
The
new
government
also
implemented policies to liberalize
the economy, which are huge
changes to the previously statecontrolled
situation.
The
government is lifting restrictions
on non-government organizations.
In December 2011, US Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton visited
Burma, signifying the first visit by
a US official in 50 years. She
confirmed that the US is
considering lifting sanctions based
on the country’s evidenced
commitment to reform after
meeting separately with President
Sein and Aung San Suu Kyi.
Similarly, the EU lifted non-

	
  

military sanctions after Clinton’s
visit. The same month, the NLD
reregistered as a political party.
In April 2012, after the
parliamentary election during
which the NLD won almost every
available seat and Suu Kyi herself
was elected to parliament, the US
lifted the travel ban on some
Burma’s leaders and eased
investment sanctions.
In
December
2011,
the
government signed a ceasefire
with the Shan ethnic group. In
January 2012, the government
signed a ceasefire treaty with the
Karen rebels. Nevertheless, ethnic
tensions continue. In June 2012,
ethnic tensions re-emerged in the
western Rakhine State. The
president declared a state of
emergency during which 17 people
were killed due to violence
between Buddhists and Muslims
and, additionally, he ordered an
investigation into the violence.
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Community Profile: Khong
The last time we profiled Khong in
our annual report was in winter
2006 at which time she was 15
years old, living with her parents
and siblings and doing well in
school, so much so that she won an
overnight trip to the beach for her
good grades. At the time it seemed
like she would be able to continue
her studies and go on to high
school and potentially university.
Since then, her life has changed
drastically, and her own daughter
has become one of the new
generation of BRP kids, and the
first of the Shan children to be

enrolled in the new Banyan
School. We wanted to highlight
her updated story to give BRP
supporters a

	
  

sense of the struggles faced by the
community,
especially
since
Khong is not one of our greatest
success stories.
Khong has been in Thailand since
she was 3 or 4 years old, and is
now 22. At the age of 15 or 16, a
fight between her parents and their
neighbors caused them to be
evicted. As a result, they had to
find a new place to live, and their
financial situation became dire.
Khong dropped out of school in
Grade 5, partly to help support her
family. Shortly after this she got
married to a friend of her father’s,
who is almost 20 years her senior.
They moved to Chiang Mai
together looking for work, which
they found in a factory making
wooden doors. They worked 9
hour days from 8 -5, earning 120
Baht per day for a man, and 100
Baht per day for a woman. They
then also worked most days from
6pm – midnight to earn overtime
of 15 Baht per hour, and stayed
with Khong’s aunt. After 2 months
they quit their jobs at the factory as
they were not paid for any of the
overtime they had worked. They
moved back to their home in Mae
Hong Son province which Khong
says she prefers so much more
than Chiang Mai: she knows the
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area, their expenses are lower and
she feels much happier here.
Not long after returning, Khong
fell pregnant and had her
daughter, Dao (translated
as ‘star’ in Thai). She says
that having a child
changed her life drastically,
she has had to have more
responsibility and her life is
now completely focused on
Dao. Although family is
the most important thing
to her, she also says that
she has no wish to have
any more children as her
life is already hard enough
with only one.
Since having Dao she has
worked at several jobs,
including
performing
manual labor in the fields
when work was available.
For a full day of such work,
she earns 140 Baht—less than
$5— a day. She also worked in a
Thai restaurant for a year before
getting a job at a guesthouse not
far from where she lives, which is
where she is working now. She
feels happier working here, she is
finally getting paid a decent wage,
250 Baht per day and gets paid for
any overtime she does. She is
treated well by her employers who
in turn respect her and say that
she’s smart and does a very good
job.
	
  

Her
husband
works
on
construction sites as day labor and
is earning a wage of 280-300 Baht
per day. Compared with their

previous earnings this seems a lot
and it is much improved, although
over the last few years costs of
living in the area and in Thailand
in general have increased, and as
such their current situation is more
comfortable but still only really a
survival wage. According to
Khong her husband also drinks
heavily.
Khong, her husband and daughter
live in a small old bungalow in an
abandoned guesthouse that has
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been repaired and patched up
many times over the years. While
quite a few of the BRP families
used to live in these abandoned
bungalows, most have now moved
out
into
slightly
better
accommodations, however Khong
and her family have not as yet
been able to. They have electricity
but no running water or toilet. The
rest of her family also live nearby:
her parents and her 5 younger
siblings. Her mother, who is 36,
has just recently given birth to
Khong’s youngest sister in the last
few months. The main provider
for the family is her father who is a
construction worker and works
very hard to try and support them.
According to Khong her oldest
brother is lazy and doesn’t help out
much while the others help to take
care of the younger siblings. If she
can Khong tries to help her family
out financially, but after taking
care of herself and Dao there is
little left to spare.
Dao, Khong’s daughter, who is
now 4 years old, as well as Khong’s
younger sister Weia, who is 5, were
the first two Shan children enrolled
in the Banyan School. Khong has
been involved with the BRP for
many years – recently while out of
work she continued to attend some
of the arts and crafts sessions led
by Michelle when possible – and
although she didn’t manage to
complete school herself she is well
	
  

aware of the value of education
and jumped at the chance to have
her family attend the new school.
They previously attended a local
nursery. Khong is very happy with
Dao’s progress at the school so far,
she said she’s started eating a lot
more fruit and vegetables, she
knows lots of the words for them in
English and likes showing them off
at home. Teachers at the school
say that both Dao and Weia are
doing really well and their English
is improving a lot. They’re both
really good at art and love singing
‘twinkle twinkle little star’. Since
starting school they’ve learned to
do many new tasks and have
become more responsible and help
out a lot.
For the future Khong’s main hope
is for Dao to get as good of an
education as possible, and to
continue her studies to a high level.
For herself she has no idea. She
focuses on working day by day to
make ends meet and finds it hard
to entertain the idea that her own
future may hold anything different
from the life she is living now. She
has watched the other BRP kids
she was at school with continuing
to study and excelling through
each year of school, some of whom
are going to graduate from high
school this year and next. She had
wanted to go to evening school to
try and further her education,
through which she would be able
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to finish primary school and
eventually high school, however
she was too scared to go and enroll
by herself. Having heard this, the
BRP workers are now trying to
encourage her to enroll and

	
  

continue her interrupted studies in
the hope that it will improve her
future job opportunities, as well as
her confidence and belief in
herself.
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Appendix A. About the Burmese Refugee Project
Who We Serve
The Burmese Refugee Project is a not-for-profit organization that serves
Shan refugees from Burma (Myanmar) who are living in Thailand. The Shan are
an unrecognized refugee population within Thailand. Most Shan have no birth
certificate, and are therefore stateless. “Statelessness” refers to a lack
documentation of one’s existence. Without such documentation, it becomes
difficult or impossible to establish citizenship in any country, to travel, to receive
an education, or to earn a living. Since they have no recourse to the law,
stateless people are often systematically exploited.
The Shan in Thailand are fortunate in that they often able to receive
temporary work permits from employers. These permits only allow them to
perform the job they are sponsored to do and in the town that they are
sponsored to do it. (If they are caught leaving the town, they are frequently
arrested and deported, sometimes with life threatening consequences.) The
temporary work permits can cost up to one-third of the typical Shan"s annual
wages. However, this funding is used in part to allow Shan children to attend
Thai schools, or to receive other social services that they otherwise could never
hope to.

Mission
The Burmese Refugee Project is a non-profit organization that seeks to build a
well-educated, healthy, and economically robust Shan community in order to
create human capital for the future democratic Burma/Myanmar. The Burmese
Refugee Project plays no role in political organizing and we have no religious
affiliation.

Our Approach to Community-Building
We provide small grants to defray some, but not all, of the costs associated with
community development and childhood education. Our project budgets are
partially covered using pooled donations from the community we serve. We then
supplement these funds, organize the community around a task, such as
sanitation or education, and then provide basic oversight. Where the community
cannot donate money, community members are required to contribute labor to
the development projects. This approach instills a sense of participation and
ownership that helps ensure that our outcomes are maximized.
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The Services We Provide
1. Education
Our primary mission is to provide an outstanding education for stateless
Shan children. Education helps to ensure that future generations of Shan will
have the earnings and skills that allow them to live a long, healthy life. Very few
Shan are literate, let alone have any formal education. Therefore, we also hope
to provide an intellectual foundation upon which the Shan might rebuild their
culture and identity. To these ends, we run a Montessori early education school,
we provide after school programs, defray the costs of school uniforms and
books, and, in some instances, pay tuition costs at high quality schools within
Thailand. The Banyan Center is our flagship effort, which is an elite, multicultural
school that includes Shan children, Thais and foreigners, creating an emersion
program for all of the children in a Montessori environment.
2. Healthcare and Health Education
At the outset of the project, approximately half of all Shan children and
adults suffered from chronic minor ailments. One or two people a year require
lifesaving medical treatment that they cannot afford. Dental problems are a big
challenge as well. We provide emergency medical grants to the hospital, vitamin
A, and vaccines to every member of the Shan communities we serve. Since
completion of the latrines, we no longer provide deworming medications.
We also provide basic health education to the community. We construct our
lessons based solely on their questions and needs. For example, we spoke with
girls entering puberty about menstruation, gave tips for prenatal care, and spoke
to interested households about family planning.

The Shan in Thailand
The Shan are an ethnic group formerly persecuted by the national
government in Burma. Until recently, the Burmese government banned the Shan
language from all public institutions, engaged in systematic rape and torture of
the Shan people, and captured many Shan as forced labor for the national army.
Because of this, as many as half a million Shan have crossed the eastern border
of Burma into Thailand. This situation is rapidly changing in Burma, but there are
still no homes, jobs, or schools to return to. For the time being, the best of two
bad choices for the Shan is to remain in Thailand. One unfortunate side-effect of
the positive political and economic changes happening in Burma/Myanmar is
that donor agencies are cutting services for refugees still in Thailand. As a result,
the Shan have to choose between increasing hardship in Thailand or an
education-less future for their children.
While Shan people living in Thailand often have a much higher quality of
life than they would have in Burma, their legal and economic disenfranchisement
persists. Although official Thai policy guarantees Shan access to basic social
services, real-life protection of these rights in some areas is spotty at best. This
is partly due to fears that such services might attract a large number of refugees
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from Burma, and partly because Thailand is struggling to provide such services
to its own people. Many Shan have working permits, but each earns just $50$100 per month. By way of comparison, a Thai public school teacher earns
approximately $700 per month. Nearly all of a Shan worker’s earnings go toward
food, with housing needs typically met by squatting on undeveloped or
sharecropping land. In addition, the Thai government charges each applicant an
annual fee of $100 for each work permit, which amounts to 3-4 months wages.

Results to Date
The BRP has helped its refugee community to attain significant
improvements in health and education outcomes, pool resources for
community-driven initiatives, and possess the means and coping mechanisms
necessary to make better-informed life decisions.
For example, approximately 90% of the BRP community's adults are
illiterate, and most of the 10% who are literate cannot read and write in Thai.
The children went from complete illiteracy to grade-appropriate competency in a
broad range of topics. Children from the Burmese Refugee Project tend to
outperform their Thai peers in local schools, scoring the top positions in most
every school in which they are enrolled. We hope to place various children in a
“Waldorf approach” school in which they will learn Mandarin Chinese, English,
and Thai. We believe that this high level of education is justified because so few
Shan are capable of engaging in governance, engineering, law, or other topics
required for a functioning state.
Another area of success has been in our health projects. The Shan
historically tend to die young of preventable infectious diseases. We have
tackled these problems with our successful sanitation and vaccination
initiatives. In just 6 years, the Shan children have moved from the bottom 10%
of Thai children in height and weight to the 40% of the average height and
weights. This is a statistically significant increase.
At the beginning, the BRP provided the concrete and porcelain for the
outhouses, while the families themselves built the outhouses; later, the families
pooled funds to build additional latrines themselves. Other community-driven
initiatives include access to electricity, with each household's contributions
determined by their number of household appliances; counseling about family
planning; making tofu for household consumption; and informal tutoring over
school vacations. Community members have sought the advice from the BRP
social workers on issues as varied as prenatal care, child vaccinations, child
discipline, family planning, the school calendar and curriculum, and negotiating
at the market. Additional information on our outcomes can be found at
http://www.burmeserefugeeproject.org/impact.html.

On-going Challenges
The adults in the communities we serve have high levels of untreated
hypertension and poor dentition despite access to health care. Gambling,
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alcohol abuse, and even prostitution remain common problems among the
parents. Teen pregnancy and high fertility rates remain persistent problems. We
have also failed to date to sustain our program in Shan culture, to help ensure
that the children remember their heritage.

Summary
In short, the Burmese Refugee Project has had tremendous success in
helping the younger, school age Shan obtain an education, and all members of
the community to thrive at Thai standards of health or beyond. This suggests
that we will be successful in moving future generations toward a healthier,
happier future. But our failings in the adult population point to the difficulties one
faces in tackling major, entrenched social problems. Of course, we will redouble
our efforts to tackle these social problems. However, the main challenge we
have going forward is to prevent these social problems from being transmitted
to the younger generations. This can only be achieved via outstanding schooling
and cultural education programs.
To these ends, we hope to move some of the younger children into a new
school initiative called The Banyan School. This will expose the children to
native English and Thai speakers, provide opportunities for cultural interchange,
and raise additional revenue for the project.
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